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From
the Editor:
Lesley Long-Price

Welcome to SPECTRUM’s January 2018 Newsletter!
We have a packed January newsletter for you to enjoy.
The Chief Executive updates us on the work of the
organisation and tells us what SPECTRUM should be
looking forward to in 2018? Jennie gives us an account of
her trip to the People’s Summit hosted by Disabled People
Against the Cuts. Gerry provides us with an excellent
article on, ‘no problem - the language of mental health’,
where he suggests how we can reclaim the language of
mental health. Steve Beal tells us about the project of
visiting every shop, bank and Building Society in
Southampton to check out their loop system (or lack of
one). James Thomas one of our student social workers,
tells us about a white ribbon event he attended,
highlighting violence against women.
We then turn to our projects, Community Navigator,
Journey to Employment and Information and Membership
project. Where service users are interviewed about their
experiences of using our services.
I hope you enjoy and find our newsletter informative.
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Chief
Executive’s update
Ian Loynes

Welcome to 2018!
“Another year over, and a new one just begun” to quote
the late great song writer & peace activist John Lennon.
The song starts “So this is Christmas, And what have you done...” which I
guess is how many of us feel as the year wizzes by and the grand plans and
ambitions of January get over taken by time and before we know where we are…
“Stuff happens” as they say!
That said, 2017 was an eventful year for SPECTRUM as we implemented our
strategic plan, and placed a real focus on diversifying the work we do - aiming as
we are, to help meet the needs of many more of the “12 Basic Rights to
Independent Living” as defined by Disabled People.
We made some significant developments in 2017, becoming a 3rd Party Hate
Crime Reporting Centre, and leading the development of the
Southampton Hate Crime Network, for which we now have more
than 15 members, all keen to work together to combat the
scourge of Hate Crime. The network has seen reported hate
crime increase by 46% year-on-year in Southampton,
compared to a 28% increase in the whole of Hampshire. Clearly
we are getting better at encouraging people to report incidents of
Hate Crime, but, perceptively we feel there is also an underlying
increase in the number of Hate Crimes in Southampton, as is
happening across the UK. Supporting people affected by Hate Crime will continue
to be important for SPECTRUM in 2018.
Also in 2017, we redeveloped our promotional materials, and focused on building
our range of services to businesses, as well as to NHS based organisations. We
now have a fantastic range of training courses suitable to businesses and statutory
organisations. We look forward in 2018 to further developments and new ways to
help organisations ensure their services meet the needs of Disabled People.
However, as was the case for most of our sister organisations, it continues to be a
tough environment for organisations like SPECTRUM. We have seen that we are
not immune from funding cuts, and it gives us more confidence than ever that
diversifying our income sources is absolutely the right approach to ensure
SPECTRUM’s survival in the future.
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Executive’s update
continued
So, what should SPECTRUM be looking forward to in 2018?

•

Strength in Unity: As reported on page 8, Disabled People
and their organisations are coming together to fight the many
attacks on our ability to live independently. The damming
report on the UK Government’s compliance with the UN
Convention on the Rights of Disabled People shows just how
bad things are for Disabled People. Sadly the Government
refuses to accept these findings, and Disabled People will
continue to hold the Government to account. SPECTRUM
has always been a proud member of the Disabled People’s Movement and we
will work hard with our colleagues to make progress.

•

Development of our Business Services: We made a good start in
2017 - SPECTRUM has a lot to offer any business who wants to
ensure that Disabled People are welcomed as customers and as
employees. The spending power of Disabled People (The so called
Purple Pound) is valued at over £200 Billion a year - and no
business can afford to ignore Disabled People any longer. Our
Consultancy and Training services are well placed to develop further in 2018.

•

Personal Health Budgets: We now offer a wide range of different services to
individual service users, and to Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG) to help
the roll out of PHB’s. We offer training and consultancy services to CCG’s as well
as payroll services, managed budgets, recruitment services and care package
support. The Government has set very ambitious targets to CCG’s which we now
have a range of solutions to can help to make these targets achievable.

•

Income Generation: SPECTRUM is at an early stage of developing ideas for
creating new income to the organisation - If we are able to generate more
independent income, we can really make a inroad into providing extra support to
Disabled People, and support which has proved to be very difficult to gain
funding to do. In the meantime we will work hard to match our expenditure to our
income.

So… that is a small flavour of what SPECTRUM is planning for 2018. You’ll be
hearing much more of how our plans develop as 2018 happens!
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Disabled People’s Summit
By Jennie Musson
As the International Day of Disabled People (3rd
December) has been and gone, I thought I would
honour this auspicious occasion by writing a blog about
when a small but select group of us from SPECTRUM went to London to a Disabled
People’s Summit. This group consisted of (Photo left to right) Ross Smith from the
Journey to Employment Project, Berni Vincent from the Community Navigator
Team, student social worker Paula Pace and, of course, yours truly from the
membership and information side of the fence. This event was hosted by DPAC
(Disabled People Against the Cuts) and The People’s Assembly. I will be writing
about the Independent Living workshop Berni and I attended as space is limited
and I thought this would be the topic most people would be interested in.
Travel to the venue was trouble-free, with all trains/taxis etc behaving themselves in
spite of the inclement weather. The event was very well-attended, with
approximately 200 attendees from Bedford, to the Midlands, to Southampton and
London.
The day started with an opening plenary from John McDonnell, the Shadow
Chancellor, via video clip and the excellent Bob Williams-Findlay, a well-known
contributor to the Disability Arts and Cultural movement and finally, Ellen Clifford
from DPAC. This was followed by 7 workshops, covering accessible transport,
employment, inclusive education, independent living, mental health, social security
and violence and abuse against Deaf and Disabled People. You could choose
which workshop you wished to attend, but as there were so many interesting topics
to choose from, we had problems deciding which ones we wanted to go to! Berni
and I headed off to the Independent Living workshop, with Ross going to the
Employment workshop. We started off with introductions and sharing what we
thought the problems were and what was essential to Independent Living. The main
consensus was that the issues to be tackled were:

•
•
•
•
•
•

cuts to people’s support packages
the closure of the Independent Living Fund (ILF)
cuts to social care generally
the institutionalisation of people with Mental Health issues
Local Authorities failing to take responsibility for the impact of the cuts
Inaccessibility of consultation information
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Disabled People’s Summit
Continued
Many people spoke passionately and eloquently about the issues they were facing
and the anger and frustration they felt was palpable. It seemed to many of us that
the concept of Independent Living has been shifting over the last 8 years so that it
now seems to apply to a privileged few in that many people are having to give up
their care as they cannot afford to pay for it at the same time as essential services
are being cut and withdrawn. The second half of the workshop was devoted to
outlining what potential solutions we could come up with to tackle these problems
and reclaim the idea of Independent Living.
The solutions we came up with were:

•
•

the right to Independent Living to be enshrined in law

•
•
•

the national reintroduction of the Independent Living Fund (ILF)
Independent Living for ALL

•

parity of esteem between visible impairments and Mental Health and Hidden
Impairments

•
•
•
•

accessible housing at affordable prices

•

Getting people out of institutions and back into their communities

an Independent Living Service free at the point of service, funded by direct
taxation and run by Disabled People

hold politicians to account

co-production with Disabled People at every level
access to advocacy for Disabled People
Disabled People setting the “Gold Standard” for Independent Living in terms of
information and housing and forcing the government to accept it

After lunch and networking, there were more workshops and feedback from the day,
before attendees departed for their home destinations, full of enthusiasm for the
long fight ahead. There was a follow-up conference in Brixton on 25th November
which will flesh out what a National Independent Living Service will look like and
how this can be achieved.
I often hear it said how people no longer have any fight left in them to resist what is
happening, but it is an encouraging sign that I met many Disabled People that day
who are more than up for the challenge and it will certainly be interesting to keep an
eye on future developments as they unfold.
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No problem: The language of mental health
By Gerry Zarb
In a previous article (SPECTRUM News - Summer 2016) we
looked at the language we at SPECTRUM use to talk about
Disability and why. We noted there that the term 'Disabled People'
has been adopted to define a collective identity for the Disability
Movement in the UK, and that particular groups of Disabled
People have sought to reclaim different words and phrases as a
way of asserting their own political and/or cultural identity.
One of those groups is people with Mental Health impairments,
for whom language around Mental Health is often hotly contested and seen as
having a major impact not only on how they are perceived, but also on how
services respond to their needs.
Attitudes towards Mental Health
While attitudes towards Disabled People have tended to become more positive
over time - at least until recently when the impact of austerity and concerns about
'benefit scroungers' started to be felt - this has not always been the case with
attitudes towards Mental Health. A recent survey by the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) showed that, while there has been some improvement recently,
public attitudes are in fact more negative than they were 20 years ago and, most
worryingly, that younger people are less tolerant in their attitudes when compared
with older people.
One of the chief reasons for these negative attitudes has always been the fear
attached to mental illness, stoked by lurid headlines about maniacal knife murders despite the fact that only a tiny proportion of people with Mental Health conditions
commit acts of violence and you are many more times more likely to be killed by
someone behind the wheel of a car.
In his classic text Madness and Civilization (1967), the French philosopher Michel
Foucault proposed the notion that there is a social context to the labelling and
identification of mental illness. He argued that psychiatry and psychology have
attempted to categorise people according to a spurious, socially constructed ‘norm’
- with those who fall outside of the norm traditionally being classed as ‘deviant’ or
‘risky’, and needing to be confined and ‘cured’.
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No problem: The language of mental health
Continued
This process remains pervasive today and can have an enormously stigmatising
effect. It not only perpetuates stereotypes about mental illness at a societal level
but, at a personal level, it can lead to individuals internalising the stereotypes and
losing self-confidence, or avoiding seeking help in order to avoid a negative label.
Also, as with other groups with non-visible impairments, there is a pervasive sense
of uncertainty, at best, and plain mistrust at worst about whether or not people's
conditions are 'genuine'. The ONS survey, for example, indicated that around 40
per cent of the general public believe that “one of the main causes of mental illness
is a lack of self discipline and will power”. Presumably this is linked to beliefs about
the need for people to just 'pull themselves together' which, as a strategy for
managing a Mental Health condition, really is about as much use as a chocolate
teapot!!
Obviously, attitudes and beliefs about mental illness also have a major impact on
shaping how health and other services respond to people's needs. Mental Health
continues to be understood within a medical framework that places people into
medicalised diagnostic categories and provides treatment based on drugs and
hospital provision, with services increasingly focused on risk management,
‘compliance’ and controlling forms of intervention. As a result, the 'cure' is often
experienced as being far worse than the illness.
Talking about Mental Health
Not surprisingly, there is no universally acceptable terminology for talking about
Mental Health. 'Mental Illness' and 'mental health problems' are the most commonly
used terms in the media and everyday conversation, along with the euphemistically
termed 'mental health issues' (whatever they are?!). The term ‘mental health
problem’ continues to be used as a generic term by mental health charities such as
Mind, Rethink, Together and the Mental Health Foundation, although they also use
other terms such as ‘mental distress’, ‘mental health issue’ and ‘mental health
condition’.
At SPECTRUM, when we are trying to arrive at the most appropriate terminology
as a general rule we would be guided by: a) what language seems most in keeping
with the social model approach; and, b) how a particular group self defines
themselves.
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No problem: The language of mental health
Continued

In this case however, that is only of limited help. The main Mental Health User Led
Organisation is the National Survivor User Network (NSUN), which has 4,000
members. They have produced a discussion paper on the question of what
terminology should be used and also surveyed their members. They concluded
however that, because there was a wide range of views it was not possible or
desirable to pick just one. So, they also use different terms from time to time in their
literature - including Users and Survivors, People with Mental Distress, and Mental
Health Service Users.
They do not tend to use the term Mental Health Problems although, as noted
above, they do use Mental Distress, which is similar. This is what they say about it:
"NSUN’s position is underpinned by the social model of disability (Beresford, 2009).
The model draws a distinction between impairment and the disabling social
response to people seen as impaired. As such, disabled people are disabled
because of oppressive and discriminatory responses within society. Although there
is ongoing debate about this model, it moves away from understandings of
disability as the result of individual deficiencies that need ‘curing’ and instead
focuses on the social barriers and discrimination that people face.
Similarly, mental distress is still predominantly understood in terms of ‘illness’ or
‘disorder’. The ‘medical model’ is the dominant approach that continues to define
and shape language and understanding in this area. This model routinely
pathologises people and leads to labeling, stigma and discrimination.
Despite reservations, the term is in common usage and is currently used
throughout NSUN documents. However, it is used with an awareness of its
shortcomings and an understanding that people will identify with a variety of other
terms. For example, some people who have experienced mental distress define
themselves as ‘survivors’ due to the traumatic nature of the experiences they have
survived (Coldham, 2012). Many also define themselves as ‘survivors’, not only
due to the effects of mental health conditions, but those of the psychiatric system
itself (Stickley, 2006; Coldham, 2012). People may also self define as someone
with ‘lived experience’ or they may refer to themselves as an ‘ex-user’ of mental
health services."
The SPECTRUM staff handbook states that the terminology we should use is
'People with Mental health impairments'.
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No problem: The language of mental health
Continued

It could be argued that this has some of the same limitations as terms such as
Mental Distress as it focuses on the condition rather than the barriers. It is not quite
as simple as that though because, for some people (myself included) the term
people with Mental Health Conditions is chosen quite deliberately to emphasise
that it is no different from any other kind of health condition or impairment. This is to
challenge the pathologising of Mental Health that NSUN talk about - which is a
major barrier to full inclusion.
The term Mental Health Problems has the opposite effect as it emphasises the idea
in people's minds that mental health is the problem rather than society's response
to it.
Reclaiming the language of Mental Health
In an effort to challenge stigma and discriminatory language, some groups such as
Mad Pride have sought to reclaim terms such as ‘mad’ in much the same way that
the word ‘queer’ has been reclaimed by gay rights campaigners. This is
empowering but also adds a further degree of complexity to debates about the use
of language. While the terms ‘mad’ and 'madness' have historically had extremely
negative connotations, used in this way, they are not inherently ‘unacceptable’, and
can even be positive. The word 'mad' can be a reclaimed identity - something to be
celebrated - or a derogatory insult. It all depends on the context and who is using it.
As a Mental Health Service User myself I wasted far too much of my life (over 40
years in fact) feeling bad about my condition and what it said about my worth as a
human being. To say that I had low self-esteem doesn't even begin to cover it!!
Fortunately, a combination of the right kind of person-centred therapy - tailored to
my individual needs - and a recognition and acknowledgement in equality
legislation of the kind of discrimination I and many others regularly faced helped to
change that mindset. Being able to legitimise the language used to describe my
situation was also a big part of that. These days, while I might still have a Mental
Health condition I no longer have 'a problem'.
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Loop Systems
By Steve Beal, SPECTRUM MC
Imagine going into a shop which has music
playing throughout the store or building, and
someone is trying to communicate with you?
If you have the problem of being deaf or hard
of hearing and have to wear hearing aids
then you know what I am on about.
The first thing I do is just walk out of the
shop or premises as it is impossible to
communicate in those circumstances
especially if like me you to rely on lip reading
or have a Personal Assistant or family
member with you.
The first thing that happens to a hearing aid user is the noise renders the aids
useless as the noise goes straight into the aid cutting out all speech and
communication skills.
Under the equality act, public places should make reasonable adjustments for deaf
or hard of hearing people, by providing a counter loop which would enable aid user
to be able to communicate on the premises.
A small group of volunteers have taken on the task of eventually visiting every shop,
bank and Building Society in Southampton
Just a few examples of what we have completed so far:

•
•

West Quay has 99 outlets only 14 had loops fitted

•

We visit and provide full information to every outlet

•

A suitable loop system to purchase for a shop counter would be approximately
£120

South Quay, the new building had only 2 loops fitted out of the whole complex

If anybody would like further information on the project that we are doing please feel
free to contact me at any time.
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White ribbon demonstration-violence against women
By James Thomas
On Monday 4th December the SPECTRUM Advocacy
and Mentoring team and Kathy McCoy attended the
White Ribbon Campaign outside the Guildhall.
The purpose of this protest was to raise awareness
and to stand up against violence against women.
The organisers shared that women between 15 and
44 are more at risk from rape and domestic violence
than they are from cancer, motor accidents, war and
malaria.
As part of the demonstration participants proudly wore
a white ribbon and held black umbrellas. On the black
umbrellas, participants were given the freedom to write
statements and comments in support of this great
cause. Comments included “STOP THE VIOLENCE”
and “SPECTRUM SUPPORTS”.
There were approximately 60 people by the end of the
demonstration. Jeff Downing was quoted to say that he
was “Deeply disappointed with the low number of
people in attendance, for such an important event, it would of been great to see more
people representing there organisations and more young people participating”.
Kathy McCoy said after the demonstration that “Despite battling the cold weather and
windy terrain, I was glad to be part of the greater battle against violence against
women I was proud to be in attendance”.
Rarely a day goes by where news is not reported regarding another incident of
women and children being abused, on both the national and international scale.
My message to you is that you have the potential to
make a difference in this important issue.
“You are a hero, because you are changing the
world by saying no to abuse” – Domestic Violence
Survivor.
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Community Navigator Project
By Berni Vincent

The Community Navigator project is a
partnership between Southampton Clinical
Commissioning Group and SPECTRUM Centre
for Independent Living.
The project supports people in Southampton
who do not meet the eligibility criteria for help
from Social Services. Others access the service
because they have a particular issue they need
help with and don’t know where to go about it.
We are currently able to provide support with a
wide range of issues which enables us to be
responsive to diverse needs in the community.
Our aim is to empower people to access existing community services to
meet their needs. We are currently seeing a consistently high number of
referrals from people experiencing social isolation, mental health/
wellbeing issues. We are also receiving referrals from people needing a
range of practical support including benefit advice, debt management,
housing support, transport and volunteering.
The Community Navigator project receives referrals from a range of
professionals including social workers and GPs. More recently we have
received referrals from Job Centre Plus. Individuals can also self refer to
the scheme by phone or email.
The service we provide is very much focused on what works best for the
people who we support. Our involvement can be short or long term
depending on the goals people want to achieve. We work closely with the
initial referrer to ensure a consistent approach.
To make a referral contact Jacqui by email on:

•

jacqui.hager@spectrumcil.co.uk

•

or by phone on 023 8020 2938
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Journey to Employment
By Ross Smith
Malcolm Reed (photo below) popped into the office the
other day to talk about his life since he attended the
Journey to Employment (J2E) programme in 2015.
Prior to joining the J2E programme he had finished work after 17 years as a stock
manager following disagreements with his employer. Subsequently, he spent long
periods on his own which were accompanied by anxiety and depression. The Job
Centre suggested that he join J2E which he did admitting that, as for many, the first
big challenge is turning up for the initial session.
Malcolm enjoyed meeting up with people in similar situations to himself in a relaxed
atmosphere. He liked the “Can-Do” attitude and the philosophy that if you can take
something, however small, from each session, then you are on the right track.
As the course continued he found himself becoming more positive and considering
his future employment prospects. He attended Job Fairs that had been flagged up
to him along with other work opportunities.
J2E helped restore Malcolm’s confidence and get him back to a better place in life.
Since J2E he has been working for ScrewFix, initially part-time, now full-time and
on a shift basis that enables him to support his family. He has a variety of roles in
the company from warehouse to customer
facing and enjoys the work.
Malcolm said that J2E very much met his
expectations and he would recommend to
anyone who was looking to getting back to work.
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Information & Membership Development Officer
By Jennie Musson

The last time I wrote an article for the newsletter
(Jennie photo right), I wasn’t sure how much busier
things could get, as they already seemed very busy as
it was. The answer to that question, of course, is –
MUCH busier! In fact, I am considering cloning myself
to be able to cope with all the different aspects of my
work, but until I set up my sinister laboratory and gain
the requisite scientific knowledge, it’s just me! However,
it will be a new and improved me, as I will be having an
operation on my hand at the end of November. You will
doubtless be disappointed to hear that I am not having
a hook, SPECTRUM flag or other sexy appendage
fitted – it is just to get rid of carpal tunnel. Boorrring.
During January I have been organising a calendar of events for 2018 and
advertising these events on social media. I also attended an excellent event in
Winchester, run by Hampshire County Council about the prevention of domestic
violence. We had a stall there and I managed to make some contacts, do some
networking and generally spread the word about what SPECTRUM has to offer to
the outside world.
Work is ongoing with the team of students from Southampton University to
ascertain how to engage with a younger, more diverse demographic and so make
SPECTRUM more sustainable for years to come. Watch out for more information
about the team’s findings in the Special Edition Membership Newsletter, coming in
January.
Outreach work for next year will include a stall at Solent University’s Student Life
Fair on 1st February in Southampton Guildhall, so if a member of your family is
studying at Solent and is in the area, why not ask them to pop along and see us! In
addition to this, I am also planning to have a stall at Parability Fest in Basingstoke
in Spring next year, attend a Mela and round things off nicely with another student
fair in September.
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Information & Membership Development Officer
Continued

As my role is largely about the
membership, I thought it would be
only fitting to close by introducing
you to Geoff Wilkinson (photo left),
who has been a SPECTRUM
member for several years, who
spoke to me about the reasons he
joined SPECTRUM:
“I have been a representative for
various organisations for over 25
years and have served as an elected
committee member for most of them,
both locally and nationally. Sadly all
of these organisations have ceased to continue for various reasons, mainly due to
the age and sadly, the passing away of members, together with the lack of funding
from mainly local authorities and in some cases, government grants.
I believe that I became a member of SPECTRUM soon after it changed its name
from SCIL. Being well past the age of “three score and ten”, I still get a lot of
satisfaction from objecting to or challenging decisions made by local councils,
hence the reason that I have recently been elected as a member of SPECTRUM’s
Management Committee. Perhaps with hindsight, something I wished I had done
many years ago. My hope for the future is that I wish to support other members of
our very diverse membership, a task which I personally feel will be a challenging
one due to the lack of funding. Finally, I would like to say a big “thank you” to our
readers / members for supporting my nomination to the Management Committee
and a special thank you to SPECTRUM’s staff members (some of whom I have
known for over twenty years) for all their assistance in making me feel so welcome.”
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My Direct Payments story
By Nicolette Wood interviewed by Michael Grimmett

Hi, my name is Nicolette Wood.
I'm a Direct Payments recipient
and Michael has 'roped' me into
telling you my story.
My story is not that glamorous I
am afraid, full of hold ups and
bureaucracy. But, with
SPECTRUM's support I achieved
my goal and that is all that
matters.
When I was discharged from
hospital an agency was put in
place for me as a temporary
measure. The agency in
question charged more than the
council were willing to pay, which
I was not aware of. There was a
disagreement over what I should
pay.
I heard about SPECTRUM through a mutual friend and was put through to Michael.
Michael mentioned about me having Direct Payments so I can have more say about
who comes into my home and how I am supported. He put me in contact with
SPECTRUM’s Advocacy and Mentoring (SAM) service for support regarding the
agency invoices.
Without the SAM’s team support, I really don’t know what I would of done or known
who to turn to.
In the meantime, Michael and his PA Julie came round for a chat about Direct
Payments. Michael was chatting to me about Direct Payments, how the scheme
was thought of by Disabled People and how they changed / empowered his own
life. While this motivational speech was going on, my dog Bobby was keeping Julie
suitably entertained.
I would see Michael three or four times and my advocate (Jeremiah) many more
times over a long period of months, I felt like I was going through Julie’s various
stages of pregnancy with her!
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My Direct Payments story
Continued

Michael helped me get ready for my assessment, which I must say I felt like I was
waiting an age for and I was. This was because my advocate and I were still
querying how much of the agency bill I had to pay. I then had to wait for a new
financial assessment.
Once my care assessment and my financial assessment had been completed, I
was finally given Direct Payments.
I like Direct Payments as it gives me more freedom, choice and control. I can go
to aqua aerobics, patch work classes and crochet. I also purchase the food and
clothes of my choice, have my personal care done the way I like and feel part of
my community.
I also have full control on who comes into my home to assist me. I have a team of
five Personal Assistants who all come in to do various roles. I chose to keep an
agency to assist me in the evening as this suits my routine.
I’d recommend that if you have an Independent Living enquiry, please contact
SPECTRUM and they will assist you in any way they can.

Michael Grimmett is team leader of our Independent Living Team, which
provide Direct Payments Support services for SPECTRUM:

Michael’s Contact Details:
Email us:
help@spectrumcil.co.uk
Call me on:
023 8020 2931
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Annual General Meeting in photographs

A very good turnout

Hate Crime Question Time
chaired by Ian Loynes

Michael Lane, Police and Crime
Commissioner

Ahmed Sasso, Diverse
Community Engagement
Officer, Southampton Division
(Police Force)
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